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Birth chart interpretation is based on the positions of the planets at the time of your birth. For the benefit
of students of astrology, these positions, along with other technical information, are listed below:
Sun
18 Gem 11
Moon
15 Cap 32
Mercury 25 Tau 23
Venus 26 Tau 16
Mars
3 Vir 17
Jupiter 14 Ari 00
Saturn 23 Aqu 05
Uranus 1 Vir 35
Neptune 13 Sco 25

Pluto
9 Vir 38
N. Node 20 Can 38
Asc.
22 Vir 04
MC
21 Gem 04
2nd cusp 18 Lib 00
3rd cusp 18 Sco 06
5th cusp 24 Cap 13
6th cusp 24 Aqu 58

Tropical Placidus Standard time observed
GMT: 18:00:00 Time Zone: 6 hours West
Lat. and Long. of birth: 37 N 46 27 87 W 06 48
Aspects and orbs:
Conjunction : 7 Deg 00 Min
Trine
: 5 Deg 00 Min
Opposition : 5 Deg 00 Min
Sextile : 4 Deg 00 Min
Square
: 5 Deg 00 Min
Quincunx : 3 Deg 00 Min
Conjunct Asc: 3 Deg 00 Min Above, 5 Deg 00 Min Below

Chapter 1: General Characteristics
Your fundamental needs, values, and orientation towards life are symbolized by the four astrological
elements. Each person has their own unique balance of these four basic energies: fire (warmth,
inspiration, enthusiasm), earth (practicality, realism, material interests), air (social and intellectual
qualities), and water (emotional needs and feelings).
Your "elemental make-up" is described below. Remember that most people are "unbalanced" or
lopsided, and if you are lacking or deficient in a certain element (or elements), it simply means that you
need to consciously develop that aspect of yourself to learn to appreciate and/or to work harder in that
dimension of life.
Sometimes we overvalue the element that we are least endowed with, sensing it as a lack within
ourselves, but more often we neglect or ignore it. The qualities described below will be reiterated and
explained in more detail in the following chapters.
Your common sense and your ability to use, enjoy, and deal effectively with the physical world are
your greatest strengths. You are down-to-earth and capable of managing practical affairs, working, and
taking care of the business of day to day living very well. You have a strong urge to be useful and
productive. For you, the bottom line is practicality: Does it work? Is it functional? Of what practical use is
it? Theories and speculations mean little to you unless there is some concrete purpose, some way to use
them in the real world.
You are methodical and enjoy, even thrive on, a steady routine. Your first response to anything novel
or experimental is caution, resistance, or skepticism. Basically conservative, you usually make the best of
the status quo rather than venturing into the unknown or making changes that could jeopardize your
security in any way. Material security is particularly important to you and your sense of well-being is
directly linked with financial assets or knowing you have a steady, reliable source of income. You may
hold yourself back or pass over opportunities simply because you cannot control or know the outcome
ahead of time. Patience and persistence are your gifts, and you build your life on a firm foundation
through discipline, work, and planning.
You also have a deep affinity with the natural world, and need to be close to the earth (gardening,
camping, or working with your hands using natural materials) in order to feel your best.
You are likely to be overly humble or unsure of yourself and to look to others for inspiration,
motivation, reinforcement, and approval. Tending to be somewhat passive, you must learn how to take
initiative and motivate yourself.
A lack of warmth (either physically, emotionally, or both) may be evident in you, which can show
itself physically as a low energy level, paleness and lack of color in the skin, or a tendency to be easily
chilled, and emotionally as a marked coolness or aloofness with little spiritedness, joyfulness, or
enthusiasm for living. Eating warming, spicy foods, living in a warm, sunny place, and using fire in your
daily life (lighting candles, using a wood stove or fireplace for heat) can help balance you. Also, spending
time with warm, cheerful, positive-minded people and developing a philosophy based on spiritual
optimism can stir up your own zest of life.
Positively, you are unlikely to be egocentric and have a capacity for great patience and peacefulness.
You have difficulty dealing with your own and others' emotions. Feelings and the emotional reality of
a situation are often ignored or discounted by you and you may thus seem insensitive or uncaring to

others. Deep emotional rapport, empathy, compassion, and sensitivity to the feelings of others is
something that you need to develop, and will be in more evidence later in life rather than in your youth.
Though you may appear emotionally self-sufficient or above it all, your denied feelings can result in
physical problems, so it is wise and important for you to learn to acknowledge and express all of your
emotions.
You may also find that you crave a great deal of liquid, or to live near bodies of water, as a way to
gain balance.
As discussed in more detail in Chapter 3, you also require much intellectual and/or social stimulation.
At heart you are an idealist, but not a foolish or fanciful one. You could thus be characterized as a
practical idealist. You possess the gifts of being able to test your theories and put them into practice, of
taking ideas or mental images and giving them a form, and of relating to people and being open to their
ideas without losing your common sense.
Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 1:
Earth Element is Strong (F,E,A,W Scores = 2,32,14,1)
Fire is Weak (F,E,A,W Scores = 2,32,14,1)
Water is Weak (F,E,A,W Scores = 2,32,14,1)
Earth is Strong and Sun is in Air sign

Chapter 2: How You Approach Life and How You Appear To Others
The following is a description of your basic stance towards life, the way others see you, the way you
come across, the face you show to the world. In Chapter 3 you will read about the "The Inner You: Your
Real Motivation", which describes the kind of person you are at heart and where your true priorities lie.
Read this chapter and the next one and compare them - there may be significant differences between
them, in which case "the inner you" may not shine through and others are in for some surprises when they
get to know you at a more than superficial level. This chapter describes the costume you wear, your role
in life, while Chapter 3 talks about the real person inside the costume.
Modest, unobtrusive, and often rather quiet or shy, you are a person who is content to be in the
background or to serve as an assistant, in the supporting role rather than in the lead. You are quite humble
in your own assessment of yourself; you seek perfection, with a tendency to be overly self-critical. No
matter how well you do something, you always see the flaws in it and how it could be improved. Often
you will simply refuse to attempt something because you feel you cannot meet your own high standards.
You have an eye for detail and get upset when something is not done just so, usually something others
consider rather inconsequential or trivial. You are hard to please and your relationships with others may
suffer because of this. You also have refined sensitivities and are very discriminating and particular in
your choice of foods, clothes, friends, artwork, etc. Order in your environment is very important to you.
You step into situations rather cautiously, and not without realistically assessing all of the risks and
potential advantages involved. Unless something is a safe bet, you are unlikely to dive into it. You tend to
underestimate your own capacities and to lack confidence and trust in life, which inhibits your
spontaneity. Worrying is a bad habit of yours. On the other hand, you rarely fall flat on your face and
what you do, you do very well.

Others see you as a self-sufficient and rather self-contained person. You have a strong sense of
propriety. Politeness, good manners, and correct behavior are important to you. Your clear, cool,
objective and nonemotional attitude is apparent to others first, and though you are really quite helpful and
caring, you do not radiate much sympathy so that others may not see the helpful side as readily. You may
seem more businesslike and factual, and also more conservative, than you really are at heart. You are the
person others might go to for technical advice or an unbiased opinion, but not for emotional support.
You are keenly observant, intelligent, and have a great desire for learning and for self-improvement,
but you are not especially ambitious and are often satisfied in a rather simple, unglamorous position in
life.
Despite the fact that your core self is quite a bit different from the face the world generally sees, you
have a strong desire to be seen and recognized, to be acknowledged, and to have a significant influence on
people in your environment. You may do remarkable things in order to be noticed. However, you often
don't get the full recognition you wish for.
Bright, alert, quick of tongue and/or of movement, there is a youthfulness about your manner and
appearance regardless of your chronological age. You also always appear busy and active, and somewhat
restless. You need mental stimulation from your environment, or you will rapidly get bored.
You have an appealing physical appearance and this, along with your winning ways, is apt to make
you a favorite in your immediate environment. You're the "easy" one, and you know how to please others.
Don't take your personal charm for granted, however, because you may also seem vain or too needy for
approval.
You may well have been discouraged from freely expressing yourself, and an overemphasis on being
acceptable, conforming to certain standards and expectations, and generally not getting out of line is apt
to inhibit you quite a bit.
Others are attracted to you because of your light-hearted, cheerful and optimistic personality. Very
charming, you are likely to give frequent compliments. You are very affectionate toward others and have
a need to be in daily contact with people.
Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 2:
Virgo Rising
Sun Square Asc.
Mercury Trine Asc.
Venus Trine Asc.
Saturn Quincunx Asc.
Asc. Opposition Moon/Venus

Chapter 3: The Inner You: Your Real Motivation
Though you seem rather careful and conservative (as discussed in the previous chapter), you have a
much more playful, humorous side as well. Also, the combination of your attentiveness to detail and
careful, cautious, circumspect approach to life with your youthful curiosity and quick mind makes you
mentally sharp, articulate, and clever.
You are, in many ways, an eternal child. Your mind is bright, alert, curious, flexible, playful, and

always eager for new experiences - and your attention span is often quite brief. You grasp ideas quickly
and once your initial curiosity has been satisfied, you want to go on to something else. You crave frequent
change, variety, meeting new situations and people.
It may be hard for you to decide just where your talents and true vocation lie, for you have a
multitude of interests and are loathe to limit yourself by concentrating on just one. You are easily
distracted by all of the other fascinating possibilities. Your curiosity and restlessness propel you into
many different experiences in life, and you are willing to taste or try anything once. Doing the same thing
over and over again, even it is something you do well, is real drudgery for you.
You live in your head a great deal - reading, observing, thinking, spinning ideas around - and you
need mental stimulation every bit as much as you need food and drink. In fact, if you had to choose
between a good book or movie and a good lunch, you would very likely choose the former. You have a
creative mind and often live by your wits.
You are also a very social creature, with a strong need to communicate and to interact with people.
You enjoy using and playing with words and have a real flair for getting your ideas across in a clever,
interesting, articulate manner. Writing or speaking are areas you have talent for.
You also have a rather light and mischievous sense of humor, and often do not take anything too
seriously. Though you crave emotional involvement, it is hard for you to achieve it, for you are frequently
unwilling to commit yourself to anything, to take responsibility, or to limit your personal freedom and
mobility.
Your happiness lies in using your creativity and your language skills to communicate something
meaningful, to teach, inspire, or bring people together. You have an unbiased mind and can usually offer
a fresh, clear, uncluttered perspective. Your faults are your lack of constancy and persistence, and your
tendency to overlook or ignore deep emotional issues and other people's feelings.
There is an ongoing, subtle conflict within you, between your conscious attitudes and aspirations,
and your deeper emotional and subconscious beliefs, needs, and feelings. This creates considerable inner
stress and sometimes paralyzing indecision, mostly due to the fact that you may be trying to follow a path
that is at odds with your subconscious desires. Chronic tightness or tension in your body may well be a
signal that you are denying or suppressing the messages from your subconscious or emotional self.
Ideally, you will learn to accept the two quite different aspects of yourself and to express both of
them. If you cannot do this, you're apt to attract many people into your life who reflect your denied or
repressed qualities, and who seem to make your life difficult. (Read Chapter 4's description of your moon
sign and compare it to the above interpretation of your sun sign in order to get a better picture of the
duality described here.)
Realistic and practical, you set goals for yourself that are modest enough for you to actually achieve.
You are able to tackle long, difficult projects and see them through, for you possess self-discipline,
concentration, and perseverance. You also have a strong sense of responsibility and are very
conscientious in fulfilling your obligations. Often you do things because you feel it is expected of you.
Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 3:
Ascendant in Virgo and Sun in Gemini
Sun in Gemini
Sun Quincunx Moon
Sun Trine Saturn

Chapter 4: Mental Interests and Abilities
Your mind operates in a very deliberate and methodical manner and you dislike being rushed or
forced to give an opinion before you have thoroughly ruminated and digested an idea. You are also
difficult to influence once your mind is made up.
Though slower to grasp new concepts or learn new skills, you are patient and persevering and, in fact,
often become quite adept at whatever you put your mind and hand to, for you are willing to devote much
time and attention to it. You succeed not so much because of your mental brilliance, but because you have
the ability to concentrate and follow a project through to its completion. You have an aptitude for singing
or drawing.
You appreciate aesthetics and have a fine sense of form, design, and beauty. You could develop
considerable technical skill as an artist, designer, craftsman, or creative writer. You could also sell objects
of beauty - artistic products, cosmetics, jewelry, etc.
You have the ability to please and harmonize well with others and tend to ameliorate relationships
between people. Your sense of humor, tact, and personal charm are of great benefit to you in any work
with people on a one-to-one level.
You have an aptitude for solving difficult mental problems due to your careful, methodical approach,
attention to detail, and tenacity in following a matter through to its conclusion. You have good powers of
concentration and enjoy studying and thinking in solitude. You can get wrapped up entirely in your own
thoughts and completely engrossed in some small detail. You are slow and cautious, but extremely
thorough in your work. Conservative and something of a skeptic, you may be narrow-minded or closed to
any idea which has no concrete proof or scientific verification. You prefer dealing with facts rather than
abstract speculation. You may also be distrustful or fearful of anything you cannot understand with your
rational mind. You are well-suited to work in research or any field that requires careful study and thought.
Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 4:
Mercury in Taurus
Mercury Conjunct Venus
Mercury Square Saturn

Chapter 5: Emotions: Moods, Feelings, Romance
Serious and responsible, you try to carry the world on your shoulders and rarely let others know that
you need help and support. You deny or ignore your own emotional needs and feel that others will not
accept you if you appear "weak". You are especially uncomfortable with emotional dependency, and will
tell yourself and others (even children) not to be a "baby". You need to accept that no one is
self-sufficient all the time, and to be gentler with your "childish" emotional needs and wants. To others,
you may appear to be rather hard-nosed and tough, with a businesslike attitude toward their personal
concerns and feelings. Actually, no one is a truer friend. Your feelings and loyalties run deep, but you
often do not let people know how much you care. You also need to learn to relax, enjoy yourself, and play
sometimes.

You have a buoyant, cheerful disposition and reach out to others in a warm, open, friendly way. Your
emotional generosity and lack of pettiness is well known among your circle of friends, and people often
seek you out for help, sympathy, or advice. You are always willing to overlook others' faults, and you
sometimes overdo your charitableness.
You tend to surround yourself with people who are gentle, sensitive, peace-loving, and artistically or
spiritually inclined, and there is a strong element of mutual compassion and sympathy in your personal
relationships. It is easy for you to tune in psychically to other people's feelings and emotional worlds. You
may share this type of telepathic link with your mother, sisters, or female friends in particular.
Your thinking and acting is strongly influenced by your feelings. You have great mental energy, are
somewhat restless, curious and impatient, and at times you may need to slow down. You love debate and
argument and also have good writing ability.
You have an affectionate, warm-hearted, congenial and fun loving nature, and your emotional
impulses are quite strong. Forming relationships with others is important to you and you may have an
early desire for marriage.
In love, you are steadfast and loyal, especially if you have a warm, demonstrative partner. You are
very sensually oriented and need lots of touching and physical affection. You enjoy being pampered with
a good meal, loving massage, or other sensual delights. You are a wonderful lover, very attentive to the
comfort and enjoyment of the one you love. You are tremendously responsive to beauty and physical
appearances, and the physical attractiveness of your partner is very important to you.
You are serious and find it difficult to enjoy yourself in a lighthearted, open and playful way with
others. You rarely do something purely for pleasure, and can be very close-fisted and parsimonious.
Perhaps due to painful separations in your early life, you are very cautious about becoming close to
people and sharing your feelings. Though you crave love and affection, intimacy is difficult for you. You
may become romantically involved with people who do not value you or treat you well. You need to learn
to love and value yourself before you will find happiness in love.
Your romantic relationships are inclined to be rather stressed. You long for new experiences on one
hand, but feel restricted or thwarted by circumstances on the other. You tend to fight against limitations
and may frequently be irritated by the conduct of others.
Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 5:
Moon in Capricorn
Moon Square Jupiter
Moon Sextile Neptune
Moon Opposition Mercury/Mars
Moon Opposition Venus/Mars
Venus in Taurus
Venus Square Saturn
Venus Opposition Saturn/Uranus

Chapter 6: Drive and Ambition: How You Achieve Your Goals
You are a perfectionist and have high standards for your own work. You often feel that if you want
something done right you must do it yourself, for others do not do as thorough a job as you do. Doing a

task well is very important to you, and you may labor over minute details that others wouldn't bother
with. You strive for accuracy, efficiency, and precision, and you become very irritable when things are
not done "right".
On the other hand, you can become so much of a perfectionist and so self-critical that you will not
even attempt many activities and projects, feeling that your efforts simply won't be good enough. You are
usually modest and realistic in assessing what you can accomplish and, if anything, you underestimate
yourself. Of course, practice makes perfect, and if you do apply yourself diligently in some area, you
gradually gain self-confidence as you master skills and develop expertise.
You conserve your energy and pace yourself so that you do not waste or diffuse your efforts. An
unwillingness to take risks or venture from the beaten track can sometimes limit your opportunities. In
short, you may not aim high enough and settle for too little in life.
Dynamic, self-willed, and fiercely independent, you have extraordinary drive and energy. When you
want something, you want it NOW, and you act quickly, impulsively, and decisively. Your impatience
inclines you to be abrupt with people and reckless. You need a great deal of personal freedom to do things
in your own way and do not happily conform to schedules, rules, or regimes imposed by others. You are
intolerant of authority and can be very rebellious. You are very frank with others, sometimes brutally so.
You may have an explosive temper. High-strung and often nervous and tense, you find it difficult to slow
down, pace yourself, or relax. You are always on the go. You are restless, daring, and experimental.
When you want something, you go after it with passionate zeal and are sometimes so driven by your
desire that you lose all objectivity. You get so deeply involved in whatever you are pursuing that you
become one-sided, even fanatical. Strong-willed and stubborn, you insist on having your way no matter
the cost. You are fascinated with power. You often try to overpower anything or anyone you perceive as
an obstacle, if not physically then by the force of your will. You can be ruthless and impersonal when it
comes to achieving your ambitions and goals in life. You have enormous energy and are capable of
extraordinary effort and great achievement. You can also become a compulsive workaholic.
You have a tendency to act without having a clear idea of what you want to do with your life, leading
to the wrong conclusions. You could be attracted to the mystical and spiritual and may become interested
in studying metaphysical subjects.
Positions of honor, affluence, influence, and stature in your community can be yours. You feel you
have a destiny which involves leadership or distinguishing yourself in some line of endeavor. You
possess an innate sense of greatness or importance, and a strong drive to achieve recognition for your
talent. Avoid excessive egotism and arrogant pride, for these could limit your opportunities.
Discipline, concentration, a realistic sense of what is attainable, and steady dedication to achieving
your ambitions are the keys to your progress. You're apt to move slowly but constantly in the direction of
your goals, and solid achievement is the outcome of this conservative approach.
Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 6:
Mars in Virgo
Mars Conjunct Uranus
Mars Conjunct Pluto
Mars Conjunct Neptune/MC
MC Conjunct Sun
Saturn Trine MC

Chapter 7: Growth and Expansion: Areas That You Enjoy
You believe strongly in the power of positivity and in each individual's ability to make life anything
desired through one's own initiative and effort. The more you rely on yourself, the better you feel, and
you find it difficult to ask for or accept outside help. The joy of competing (and especially winning!) runs
deep in you.
You are prone to impractical dreams and schemes and quixotic visions of what could be. If your
plans are too farfetched or grandiose, they are apt to never be realized. Even if other factors in your chart
indicate that you are a well-grounded, realistic person, you still have this unfettered imagination which
sometimes runs away with you. Occasionally you can be duped.
Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 7:
Jupiter in Aries
Jupiter Quincunx Neptune

Chapter 8: Areas That Challenge You Or Are Difficult For You
You have an innate distrust of groups and/or a cynical attitude toward society that may leave you
feeling out of step and unable to participate in activities with your peers. Overcoming a sense of aloofness
and alienation from others is an important task for you.

Now we will discuss patterns of behavior which you instinctively and habitually revert to when under
stress - a mostly unconscious process and one which you are apt to overdo because it is so familiar and
thus easy for you. The direction you need to follow in order to develop balance, greater awareness, and
wholeness is also described.
When under stress you are apt to close down the flow of your emotions, ignoring your needs and
feelings in order to do what you perceive as your duty or simply what the practical realities of the
situation require. This can lead to a certain rigidity and hardness. If overdone, self-control, self-discipline,
or an exaggerated concern over what society, family or others expect of you makes life more a burden
than an adventure.
Developing tenderness, caring, feeling, and the feminine, nurturing aspects of yourself is an important
step in your unfolding. You need to learn how to nourish and lovingly attend to both yourself and others.
Letting yourself be taken care of sometimes is okay!
Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 8:
Saturn in Aquarius
N. Node in Cancer

Chapter 9: Originality and Imagination
Areas Where You Are Creative, Unique, Unstable, or Compulsive

Your normal energies could suddenly go down and you are likely to experience self-doubt about your
abilities and inner fears that your security will be taken away. You also could be subject to sudden,
unexpected upsets in your life.
You tend to be restless and impatient and have a strong desire to bring your ideas to realization at all
cost. At times you could experience sudden confusion about your direction in life and may question if you
are on the right path.
You are sentimental and hypersensitive with an inclination to feel depressed frequently. Sometimes
your will-power may be a bit weak and your perception of the world may not be very acute. But you seem
to have psychometric gifts and could develop your talents along those lines.
Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 9:
Uranus Conjunct Sun/Neptune
Uranus Conjunct Neptune/MC
Neptune Conjunct Moon/Pluto

Chapter 10: Generational Influences: Your Age Group
In this chapter we will discuss characteristics and traits of your generation. Of course, you may not
share all of the characteristics of your generation, but you are greatly affected by the tone that is set by
your generation.
The first topic is "The Subconscious and Emotional Drive of Your Age Group". In this section we
will describe a deeply felt urge, even compulsion, of your age group. This deeply felt drive comes to the
surface with great force and power, and consequently leaves in its wake considerable upheaval and
change. The second topic is "The Ideals and Illusions of Your Age Group", that describes the dreams,
fantasies, and spiritual aspirations of your age group. The third and last topic is "What is New and
Different in Your Age Group", which describes areas in which your age group tends to be innovative,
inventive, unusual, and also where it may be unstable and unreliable.
The characteristics described below may affect a group of people for anywhere from a few years to
about 30 years. There are one or more different astrological factors described in each of the three sections
below.
The Subconscious and Emotional Drive of Your Age Group
You are part of a 15 year group of people that are driven by the need to find an ethical standard and a
clear sense of what is right and what is wrong. There is a subconscious drive to straighten out all the
world's evils and create a world of perfect order. There is a feeling of repulsion to anything ugly, dirty, or
grotesque. Oddly enough, there is also often a fascination with these very things that are so distasteful,
and often a feeling of hopelessness and despair about the world's condition.
These inner, emotional and conflicting qualities are reflected in the attitudes and life styles of your
generation. Most people of your age group are conservative and ethical, and a small minority goes to the
opposite extreme and relishes being strange or unusual in appearance, and sloppy or even grotesque in
manners and appearance. There seems to be no middle ground for your generation. Usually, the rebellious
type of behavior comes out during adolescence, and tends to subside thereafter, and your age group tends

to be very conservative in later life.
Your age group is not very good at compromising and tends to have strong ideas about what is right
and what is wrong. There is a strong feeling that you must extinguish evil in the world. Certainly,
fostering good works is very commendable, but a categorical and simple-minded response to complex
issues is not helpful. Your age group will undergo great transformations in attitudes regarding Good and
Evil and will swing to great extremes. Your generation will also make great contributions in the areas of
medicine and nutrition, ecology, and education.
The Ideals and Illusions of Your Age Group
You are part of a 14 year group of people that have very intense psychic sensitivity and imagination.
Your age group is very attracted to the strange, weird, and unusual. The sense of the macabre and bizarre
is strong, and this is reflected in much of the music, art, and fashions of your age group. Novels and
movies with mystery and chilling suspense are also popular with your age group. Emotional depression,
drug use, and suicide are likely to be relatively high in your age group. There is also a deep mystical
sense, and Eastern religions and meditation are very attractive to your age group.
The entire generation to which you belong has tremendous opportunities for spiritual rebirth and
awakening. This will not be forced upon you or precipitated by unavoidable events, rather it comes from
an inner yearning and a natural propensity to seek the depths.
What is New and Different in Your Age Group
You are part of a 7 year group of people who employ their skills and creativity to bring about a great
deal of practical reform in education, medical care, and other social services. Your innovations are not
radical or unusual, but they are usually effective.
Your generation also has a curious mixture of both conservative, ethical people, and rebellious,
disruptive people. There seems to be little middle ground for your age group, and you swing to one
extreme or the other. The conservative people strive to reinstate strict moral standards, want to swiftly
punish criminal behavior, and strive to highlight the importance of old-fashioned values in our lives, laws,
and overall life style. On the other hand, the rebellious people of your generation are angry at the
established way of doing things and act in a defiant, crude, and coarse manner.
Astrological influences analyzed in Chapter 10:
Pluto in Virgo
Neptune in Scorpio
Neptune Sextile Pluto
Uranus in Virgo

